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Particle theory in Finland

• Particle physics = Physics of elementary particles and 
quantum fields
➢ Nuclear physics and cosmology presented separately
➢ Includes mathematical physics within HEP context, in 

particular string theory
➢ Emphasis on research, not teaching

• Finland = Research conducted within Finnish universities 
and research institutes
➢ Many active Finnish theorists abroad, from CERN to 

Imperial College, and from PhD students to full 
professors – all of them left out here 
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Two main hubs for theoretical 
high energy physics in Finland:
• Helsinki: broad res. profile, 

Helsinki Institute of Physics
• Jyväskylä: strong groups in 

heavy ions & particle cosmo

Physics departments in 6 further 
universities, with some 
connections to HEP theory:
• Strong astrophysics groups at 

University of Turku
• Broad condensed matter 

theory program in Aalto Univ. 



HEP theory funding in Finland:
• Helsinki Institute of Physics: five 

3+3-year projects, of which 
currently 3 in high energy physics

• Academy of Finland: 4-year project 
grants for seniors, and 3- and 5-
year positions/grants for juniors

• ERC: presently two consolidator 
grants in particle theory

• Several private foundations: PhD 
scholarships and small grants

• Minor funding from EU networks
• Significant computing resources 

from CSC and PRACE



Finnish HEP theory landscape influenced 
by two very strong long-standing groups:

Thermal field theory (Kajantie): 
• Lattice and perturbative QCD, quark-

gluon plasma, EW phase transition,…
• Rummukainen, Tuominen, Vuorinen

(Helsinki), Eskola, Lappi (Jyväskylä)

Particle cosmology (Enqvist):
• Inflation, dark energy, modified 

gravity,…
• Räsänen (Helsinki), Kainulainen, 

Nurmi (Jyväskylä)



In the past 15 years, strategic hires within other areas of 
importance:

• Beyond the Standard Model physics in colliders 
and the early universe (Huitu, Lebedev)

• Neutrino physics (Maalampi)
• String theory and the AdS/CFT duality (Keski-

Vakkuri) 
• Intersection of particle theory and gravitational 

wave physics (Hindmarsh)



Broadening research interests and efficient specialization 
within Kajantie’s descendants:

• Lattice FT in QCD and EW physics (Rummukainen)
• BSM physics & cosmo (Rummukainen, Tuominen, 

Vuorinen)
• Gauge/gravity duality (Tuominen, Vuorinen)
• Dense QCD matter and neutron stars (Vuorinen)
• Ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions, nuclear PDFs, 

small-x physics (Eskola, Lappi, Tuominen)
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(B)SM physics in colliders and early univ.

• One of the most important subfields of HEP globally, 
and also in Finland
➢ Permanent staff working on BSM topics full- or 

part-time: Hindmarsh, Huitu, Lebedev, 
Rummukainen, Tuominen, Vuorinen (Helsinki) and 
Kainulainen, Maalampi, Nurmi (Jyväskylä)

• Extremely diverse field, with strong connections to 
cosmology – drawing a line between particle physics 
and cosmology nontrivial



(B)SM physics: examples and highlights

Enormous variety of topics:
• Higgs physics
• SM vacuum stability
• Supersymmetric theories
• Composite Higgs models
• Dark matter
• Neutrino physics
• Baryogenesis and leptogenesis
• Gravitational wave signatures 

of EW phase transition
• Connections to inflation
• Noncommutative geometries
• …



(B)SM physics: examples and highlights

M. Hindmarsh, S. Huber, 
K. Rummukainen, D. Weir: 
“Gravitational waves from 
the sound of a first order 
phase transition”, PRL 112 
(2014)

First realistic simulation of 
generation of gravitational 
waves in bubble collisions 
in a 1st order transition in 
the early universe.



(B)SM physics: examples and highlights



QCD and strongly coupled gauge theories

• Traditionally extremely strong field in Finland: legacy of 
Keijo Kajantie, Paul Hoyer, Vesa Ruuskanen, etc.
➢ Currently: Keski-Vakkuri, Rummukainen, Tuominen, 

Vuorinen (Helsinki), Eskola, Lappi (Jyväskylä)
• Particular emphasis on perturbative and lattice 

calculations of quark-gluon plasma properties
➢ Diversification into heavy ion phenomenology, 

small-x physics, holography, neutron stars,…
➢ Strong methodological links to other fields, e.g. 

cosmology
• Strong impact on thermal field theory field globally



QCD: examples and highlights

Several milestone results from 
recent years:
• State-of-the-art NPDFs from 

Eskola’s group
• First quantitative explanation 

of RHIC ridge by Lappi et al.
• Most accurate perturbative 

quark matter EoS from 
Vuorinen’s group

• First numerical studies of 
holographic thermalization 
by Keski-Vakkuri et al.



QCD: examples and highlights

Two ERC-CoG’s started in 2016 and 2017:

Tuomas Lappi / Jyväskylä: The nonlinear high energy 
regime of Quantum Chromodynamics
• Quantitative understanding of the initial state and 

early dynamics in a heavy ion collision 

Aleksi Vuorinen / Helsinki: Dense QCD matter from first 
principles
• Thermodynamics of cold and dense quark matter →

Most accurate neutron star matter equation of state
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Particle theory facts and figures: Helsinki

• 3 full professors (Huitu, Lebedev, Rummukainen)
• 1 shared full professor with Sussex (Hindmarsh)
• 1 associate professor starting 9/2017 (Vuorinen)
• 2 university lecturers (Keski-Vakkuri, Tuominen)
• 10 postdoctoral researchers with 2-5 year contracts
• 17 PhD students
• 5 ongoing AoF senior and 2 junior grants
• 1 ERC-CoG grant
• 1 HIP theory project on high energy phenomenology

Annual average: 4 PhD’s, 5-6 MSc’s, 30 ref. papers



Particle theory facts and figures: 
Jyväskylä

• 2.5 full professors (Eskola, Maalampi, 
1/2*Kainulainen)

• 1 university lecturer → professor (Lappi)
• 8 postdoctoral researchers with 2-5 year contracts
• 9 PhD students
• 2 ongoing AoF senior and 2 junior grants
• 1 ERC-CoG grant
• 1 HIP theory project on heavy ion physics

Annual average: 2 PhD’s, 3 MSc’s, 20 ref. papers



Particle theory facts and figures: 
2011-2017 statistics by research area
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Particle theory facts and figures: 
career paths of PhD graduates  

Unofficial survey of 33 theory PhDs from Helsinki, 
graduated between 2007-2014:
• 3 permanent faculty in academia / research centers 

(Keskitalo, Kurkela, Nurmi)
• 9 still in academia, but with fixed term contracts
• 21 working outside of academia, typically in IT or 

other high tech industry
➢ Prime example: two string theory graduates 

moved to small mobile game company Supercell 
around 2011 – current annual revenue > 2G€
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In a small country like Finland, one has to choose 
between doing a bit of everything or excelling in 
a few things.

In my opinion, we have managed to find a good 
balance in high energy theory: almost all major 
subfields are covered, yet we have a distinct 
profile with clear core strengths.



High energy physics is a rapidly evolving field, 
which is reflected in Finnish particle theory 
research and teaching.

Close connections to major institutions abroad 
help us remain in the forefront of the field: CERN, 
DIAS and Nordita particularly important 
collaborative partners.



Main challenges:

• Recent major cuts in university funding: e.g. 
University of Helsinki budget cut by 106 M€/year 
by current government

• Increasing number of strategic calls in Finnish 
science funding: basic research in danger?

• While particle physics often within key areas in 
university strategies, creation of new positions 
very hard without significant external funding

• Extremely talented incoming students, but gender 
balance improving only very slowly



However, the future looks bright!
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